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The Client is a leading media company in Hong Kong, providing news and
finance information services to financial intermediaries and high net worth
individuals. The services they provide include educating Chinese financial
intermediaries on the effective use of tax planning and asset management
through series of summit. They work on a platform that was built from
different media channels like online media, periodicals and guides to deliver
the latest information and relevant topics to finance professionals.
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The Challenge
Basically, the Client’s job is to bridge a connection between Chinese financial
consultants and companies planning to bring their businesses offshore via
financial conferences. These businesses could either be companies from
neighboring countries in Asia like Singapore that would want to be educated
on how to bring investments to Hong Kong, or Hong Kong-based companies
that would like to expand their businesses to other regions.
The Client prides itself in being recognized as the leading media company in
Hong Kong that is able to get every financial summit they launch jampacked
with attendees. The leads generated from such impressive attendance
numbers, however, are a different story. Since its inception in 2010, the
Client’s events have had subpar lead turnout at only 10-20% warm followups and those interested to discuss further out of the total number of
attendees. Others were just curious to hear what the meeting was all about
and didn’t really have the need for offshoring.
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At that point, the Client realized that they needed a more targeted audience
who have the need for education on offshoring and equally interested to
engage further with their services. There was added pressure to expedite the
project since a series of summits were already on the approving stage and
were ready to take off anytime once scheduled were finalized.
The challenge was, the Client didn’t have the proper tools and processes to
use to address their need - to profile their target attendees and gauge the need
to be educated, and uncover the genuine interest for offshoring opportunities.
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Callbox designed a multi-channel marketing campaign with the help of the
Callbox Pipeline Lead Nurture Tool that fully addressed the Client’s needs.
The following activities were simultaneously ran throughout the campaign
duration - exerted with best effort by both Callbox and the Client.
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Customer Profiling
Callbox’s filtered database together with the Client’s existing one were
profiled by the team. Aside from updating the contact details like name,
business address, phone numbers and emails, the lists were well-managed
by scrubbing off DNs and revalidating bounced emails off from both lists.
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Appointment Setting
The appointment setting campaign was rigidly rolled out as it was the main
component of the whole multi-channel marketing campaign. A number
of probing questions were included in the call script and required to be
fully answered by prospects in order for the agent to be able to uncover
important information that will qualify the call as a lead. The said questions
were to gauge the prospect of the following:
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•

If the business has plans of expanding to other regions

•

If the company is interested in investing in or acquiring another line of
business

•

If the organization has in depth knowledge of the business rules and
processes of the region which they target to set up the business in

Also, to enhance customer experience, the agent walked the prospects
through the Client’s website to assist them with any concern like queries
about the services, browsing through the summit schedules or signing up
for the upcoming events.
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Both the Callbox team and the Client regularly convened to discuss the
successes and challenges encountered in the campaign. This was the venue
where specific action plans were laid down to be understood by everyone
in the team and carefully structured to address challenges and even avoid
repetition of the course. Aside from the regular meetings, Callbox utilized
the integrated features of the Callbox Pipeline, particularly its Lead Nurture
Tool to send real time updates to the Client such as appointment schedules
and confirmation emails.
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The Benefits
The multi-channel marketing campaign concluded with stellar results. The
Callbox team delivered 19 confirmed appointments which scored 30% turnout
from the total number of attendees. These were prospects who were profiled and
identified to have both the interest on offshoring and the need to be educated.
In addition to the the appointments, 38 warm follow-ups were prospects
for confirmation of attendance whether they or their representatives will
attend and there were 48 who requested for more information - these were
prospects who, with thorough probing, were identified to have the need for
education and interested in offshoring opportunities but decisions were held
pending due to some matters for further discussion.
The leading media company was perfectly happy with the campaign
turnout. With Callbox’s multi-channel marketing campaign, the Client’s list
of customers were properly profiled and filtered according to need and
interest in the Client’s services. The summit that included the 19 confirmed
attendees produced a number of leads that were converted into current
customers and are successful investors in their chosen region.
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